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Odoo 10 POS Combo/Bundle/Pack product 

Odoo 10 point of sales bundle product or Combo Product module helps you to combine several 

products together with special pricing. Bundle products or Combo product pack helps you to 

enhance sales with special discounts. 

 

As we know that Product bundling is the combining of two or more products or services together, 

creating differentiation and greater value, therefore enhancing the offer to the customer for a basic 

rate. Product Bundling is based upon the idea that consumers usually save 7 to 15 percent more 

on the value of the grouped package than the individual items when purchased separately. 

Consumers typically compare prices before deciding on a purchase—and consumers love choices 

because they make them feel in control. Product bundling for Point of sales or normal sales order 

with Odoo helps you to increase efficiencies, therefore reducing marketing and distribution cost. It 

allows the consumer to look at one single source that offers several solutions. 

 

This module provides you with following features 

 Creating Single product pack with combination of products 

 Add several product as one single product 

  Print receipts 

  Reprint receipts 

  Maintain inventory for each bundle product. 
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AFTER INSTALLATION OF MODULE 

 

Here as you can see in the below image that we are in Odoo version 10 where you can click on the 

point of sale menu 
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You can see we have a new menu created named as “Bundled Products” once you go into bundle 

products you can create new bundle product with special pricing 

 

 

Here is an example of creating a new bundle product 
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If you notice here we kept three combination of product to create a meal 

 

After creating the list of different combo or bundle product pack you can resume to the point of 

sale system 
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You can select the bundle product sale in this we have example of a meal which includes burger, 

cold-drink and fries. 

 

As a normal process you can select and set the customer 
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Here is an image of receipt for the ordered meal (bundle product) with special pricing 
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This module can be use either with Odoo point of sales or as a normal sales – We are in the 

backend of Odoo where we can see the order 

 

You can go into extra information to check the picking 
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Below image showcases the list of products related to this particular picking 

 

Below image showcases the list of products related to this particular picking 
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Here is the delivery slip printed 
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About GlobalTeckz 

At GlobalTeckz we offer our clients with world class Business and Enterprise solutions, we are a 

company of Experienced Professionals holding many years of expertise in implementing 

OpenERP, Magento, and Joomla for our clients across the globe. 

GlobalTeckz is currently having the presence in India. We offer Business solutions to ensure 

smooth working of client’s business processes at competitive prices. Our teams have many years 

of experience in handling business application with best methodology. 

We Analyze – Develop – Implement –Support the Enterprise grade business software to assure 

successful implementations of ERP solutions specific serving manufacturing, Trading, 

eCommerce and Service Verticals. Globalteckz is an official Odoo partner. 

Our Development team is based in India and worked round the clock to provide flexibility in 

communication. Our Open source Business software implementations specially crafted for Small 

and Mid Sized Businesses.  

We believe in excellent customer services during and after implementation. We not even offer 

you with these solutions but also help you in consulting &selecting the best suitable solutions for 

your business. 

We use latest implementation & development methodology to ensure quality and timely 

implementation which meets the needs of our customers. 
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GlobalTeckz 

Mumbai, India 

 

To learn more visit 

www.globalteckz.com 
 

 

General Inquiries 

info@globalteckz.com 
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